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FUERGY Foundation shall mean Slovak foundation FUERGY Foundation, with its registered seat 
Segnerova 719/4, 841 04 Bratislava, Slovak Republic, registration number (IČO): 51781247;

FUERGY companies shall mean commonly FUERGY Foundation, Foundation Cooperation and 
FUERGY Industries j.s.a.;

Paper shall mean this white paper; 

FGY shall mean certain digital assets issued by FUERGY Foundation to the Owners and which 
enables the Owners to participate in the FUERGY system;

Owners shall mean individuals or legal entities which have provided the contribution to FUERGY 
Foundation in accordance with the relevant corporate documents of FUERGY Foundation and 
which have been accepted by FUERGY Foundation as members of FUERGY Foundation. 

Prospective owners shall mean individuals or legal entities which are yet to provide the contribution 
to FUERGY Foundation in accordance with the relevant corporate documents of FUERGY Foun-
dation and which are to be accepted by FUERGY Foundation as members of FUERGY Foundation.

FUERGY system shall mean a energy platform described in the Paper, which is being developed 
namely by FUERGY development, FUERGY Foundation and Foundation. 

Highgate Law & Tax shall mean Slovak company Highgate Law & Tax, s.r.o. with its registered seat 
at Grosslingova 5, 811 09, Bratislava, Slovakia, Identification number (IČO): 51 477 262. 
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The FGY explained herein should serve the purpose to enable their Owners to participate in the 
FUERGY system. In case that any Owner seeks to utilize the FGYs for investment purposes, such 
Owner should understand that such investment is purely speculative and no future profits are 
guaranteed. Among other things, such investment will be subject to market fluctuations and 
regulatory changes and there can be no assurance that appreciation will occur or that losses 
will not be realized; the value of investments may fall as well as rise.

This Paper constitutes an offering of the FGYs and only in those jurisdictions and to those persons 
where and to whom they may be lawfully offered for subscription and therein only by persons 
permitted to subscribe for the FGYs. This Paper is not, and under no circumstances is to be con-
strued as, an advertisement or a public offering of the FGYs in jurisdictions where it is prohibited. 
The FUERGY Foundation should also not be regarded as a collective undertaking unit and is not 
construed to be considered as a collective undertaking unit. No offering including based on 
passive solicitation shall be made to investors from the United States of America. Therefore, the 
offering is outside of the scope of regulation under U.S. Securities Act or any other legislation of 
the United States of America. 

No state authority has reviewed or in any way passed upon this document or the merits of the FGYs 
and any representation to the contrary shall be regarded as a wrongful conduct. No regulatory 
authority has reviewed or approved the contents of this Paper, nor has any regulatory authority 
made any assessment or judgement on the accuracy or completeness of any statements made 
or opinions expressed in this Paper. 

Prospective owners of the FGYs should always seek independent financial advice before deciding 
to subscribe for FGYs and to participate in the FUERGY system. Prospective owners of the FGYs 
should not take any decision to invest into the FUERGY system before reading and carefully under-
standing all of the information contained in this Paper included risks involved. It is the responsibility 
of Prospective owners to inform themselves of and to observe and to comply with all applicable 
laws and regulations, including all legal, tax and investment requirements of investing into the FGYs. 

At present, the FUERGY Foundation has a legal form of cooperation (in Slovak: družstvo) incorpo-
rated and registered under the laws of the Slovak Republic. The subscription of FGYs should be 
outside of the regulation of collective investment, contributions from the Owners should not be 
considered as taxable events for corporate income tax and value added tax purposes subject 
to the conditions stipulated further in this Paper. 

The Paper is accurate as of its date, and no representation or warranty is made as to its continued 
accuracy after such date. No person has been authorized in connection with this offering to give 
any information or make any representations other than as contained in this Paper. Prospective 
owners of the FGYs should carefully read this Paper. However, the contents of this Paper should 
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not be considered to be legal or tax advice and FUERGY Foundation does not give any guarantee 
on the correctness of legal, regulatory and tax implications relating to the contributions of the 
Owners to FUERGY Foundation. 

As part of its responsibility for the prevention of money laundering, FUERGY Foundation (and 
any person acting on its behalf) reserves the right to request such information as is necessary 
to verify the identity of a Prospective owner, any beneficial owner underlying the account and 
the source of the payment. In the event of delay or failure by the Prospective owner to produce 
any information required for verification purposes, the FUERGY Foundation may refuse to accept 
a subscription of the FGYs. 

Each Prospective owner is invited to discuss with representatives of FUERGY Foundation such 
questions concerning the terms and conditions of this offering of the FGYs, and to obtain any 
additional information relating to the FUERGY system, to the extent FUERGY Foundation possesses 
such information or can acquire it without unreasonable effort or expense, necessary to verify 
the information contained herein.

SUMMARY
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AS OF 2018, ALL OF HUMANITY LIVES ON ONE PLANET — EARTH.

It is a small and fragile planet that happens to have an optimal distance from a nearby star, 
granting it life-giving heat and light. The Earth’s atmosphere protects us against dangers from 
outer space, it has a global climate that sustains thousands of various species and a seasonal 
diversity that has led to the development of sophisticated and complex life forms. Earth is a planet 
unlike any other and our kind should take special care of it.

Our planet’s habitability is subject to a number of precise conditions. These conditions are being 
influenced by the dominance of our species, in particular, by the exponential growth of our 
energy needs that has come over the past two centuries.1 The extraction, processing and use 
of non-renewable energy resources such as coal, oil and natural gas are an indirect cause of 
climate change, atmospheric pollution as well as a number of other effects that are threatening 
our continued existence on Earth.2

In January 2014, the European Commission agreed on behalf of the European Union (EU) to achieve 
a 40% reduction of emissions by 2030 (compared to 1990 levels) and a 27% share of renewable 
energy, among other goals aimed at combating climate change.3 These are the most demand-
ing goals set by any national or international institution. These numbers will require significant 
changes to how energy is produced, transmitted and consumed.

The emission of greenhouse gases, the destruction of our atmosphere and the resulting dis-
astrous effects of climate change are a pressing global issue. The Earth’s oceans are warming 
at an alarming pace, leading to the extinction of several species each year. The slow creep of 
desertification is consuming territories in Asia, Africa and North America.4 Unprecedentedly high 
temperatures in the Arctic Ocean are reducing sea ice at 3 times the pace they were melting 
a decade ago.5 As sea levels rise, low lying islands are vanishing from the surface of the ocean. 
Increasingly more violent hurricanes are ravaging Caribbean nations and North American 
coastlines.6 Many of these natural disasters are partially caused or aggravated through climate 
change, which itself is a symptom of the global economy’s addiction to fossil fuels.

The goals set by the EU are, in light of these issues, far from extreme or overly-challenging. They 
are, in fact, necessary and should be a goal of every country that is populated by people who 
want to breathe clean air, slow down climate change and preserve the natural beauty of our 
planet for future generations.

“Climate action is not just a defensive play, it advances the ball. 
We can turn our challenge into an opportunity to modernize 

Energy vision
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our power sector and build a low -carbon economy that'll fuel 
growth for decades to come.”
GINA MCCARTHY / ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

By 2030, we should aim to produce up to a third of all energy through renewable sources, espe-
cially focusing on solar and wind, which is a common source of power for people from all across 
the world. Every country should strive for greater energy security, and such security will be easily 
achieved through a combination of technology and incentivization. 

Technology is unlocking previously – unknown sources of energy for everyone, ranging from 
households to utility – scale power plants. Swanson’s law (a theory similar to Moore’s law) states 
that the per watt cost of solar cells and panels falls by 20 percent for every doubling of cumula-
tive photovoltaic production.7 Solar is cheaper than ever before, costing as low as $0.37 per watt 8 , 
which is about 200 times less than what it cost four decades ago.9

However, all of our energy demands are constantly growing. Developing countries will soon see 
the rise of a global middle class that will require power for its transport, education, work and food. 
In developed countries, we are constantly increasing our needs for power through new inventions 
and new approaches to old habits. Electric and hybrid cars are on the rise and will require more 
energy as they enter the mainstream. Power is key to innovation and our pace of technology is 
progressing more rapidly than ever before.

To handle the dizzying speed at which our demands grow while doing our best to mitigate hu-
manity’s effects on climate change, we need to find a bridge between the economical and the 
environmental. There is a pressing need to create a universally – understood argument in favor 
of clean and sustainable energy. In other words, we need to incentivize green energy production 
on a structural level.

Past approaches have either focused on the consumer, the provider or some other isolated sec-
tion of the energy chain. Others have wagered too much on the environmental consciousness of 
richer individuals, neglecting the economic side of the argument.

With FUERGY company, we aim to bring a solution that will benefit the entire ecosystem, doing 
so by saving (and potentially earning) money for our users via the production of clean energy. 
We realize the importance of creating a sustainable and effective method of green energy pro-
duction, which is why we are developing a platform that can be utilized by virtually anyone. The 
FUERGY project is focused on helping the world achieve green energy goals such as those set by 
the EU by utilizing modern technologies such as the blockchain and Artificial Intelligence (AI) while 
financially incentivizing their adoption through energy optimization and token rewards.

ENERGY VISION
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1. The Energy Supply Chain

Energy is delivered from the production site to the point of consumption through an extensive 
process. All objects and entities that are part of this process form the so-called Energy supply 
chain. The main process of the energy supply chain consists of the production, transmission, dis-
tribution and consumption of electricity. Understanding the different parts of the energy supply 
chain can help you make more effective decisions when doing business with electricity.

Ground level
transformer station
Reduces voltage
to supply large
businesses at
400/230V.

Distribution feeder
Electricity at 11,000 volts
travels along wires to
ground level transformer
stations, pole type street
transformers and pad
mount transformers.

Pole type transformer
Reduces voltages to supply

electricity to homes and
businesses at 400/230 volts

in overhead supply areas.

Sub-transmisson system
Electricity at either 66,000 or 33,000 volts

travels along wires to distribution substation.

Distribution substation
Voltage reduced again to 11,000 volts.

High voltage transmission
Electricity at 132,000 or 275,000 volts
travels along high voltage wires to bulk
supply substations.

Bulk supply substation
Voltage reduced via transformers
to either 60,000 or 33,000 volts and
fed into sub-transmission system.

Pad mount transformer
Reduces voltage to supply
electricity to homes and
businesses at 400/230V in
underground supply areas.

Low voltage street mains
Electricity at 400/230V
travels along wires or
underground to your
electricity meter.

Electricity meter
Records the amount of
electricity consumed in your
home. The meter is read by
your electricity retailer who
purchases power from
generation companies, pays
transmission and distribution
companies for transporting it
and then bills you.

Generation
Transmission Network
Distribution Network

For a detailed description of today's global energy market and energy mix, please see the FUERGY web page and blog.
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2. Problem

Despite its draw as the energy of the future, renewable power is largely being harnessed inef-
fectively due to its unpredictable nature and lack of consistency. Solar power, which is by far the 
most affordable source of renewable energy, is a prime example of this: production peaks during 
mid-day, when we usually need the least energy due to abundant natural light, and as the sun 
sets it has to be replaced by fossil fuels and other non-renewable sources of power in order to 
meet a rising demand curve.10 Along with other renewables, solar photovoltaics (PVs) have grown 
rapidly, expanding from 139 11 gigawatts (GW) in 2013 to 548 GW projected for 2018 worldwide.12 
However, despite the rising share of renewables, the public grid still largely depends on conven-
tional power plants in order to meet demand.

 2.1. PROBLEM: EXPANDING ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES 
DOES NOT REDUCE DEPENDENCE ON FOSSIL ENERGY SOURCES

At first glance, the creation and expansion of alternative sources, especially solar and wind sourc-
es, seems as the smartest solution moving forward. Creating new green sources does not lead 
to us using less fossil fuels, but rather the opposite. This is due to a simple reasons – alternative 
sources are inconsistent and difficult to predict due to the weather and other external factors. 
Their performance can not be stabilized and used evenly throughout the day. So, at a time when 
their real production does not reach their plan, a fossil backup must be immediately deployed 
so that grid’s demand for energy is covered. These outages vary and can last from minutes to 
days. For this reason, with an increasing share of alternative sources it is necessary to keep une-
cological fossil fuel power plants (especially brown or black coal and natural gas) which present 
a significant burden on the environment and human health. They also accelerate global warming 
and significantly increase our carbon footprint.13

An example of the problem can be found in Germany, which one might consider a model coun-
try in the field of renewable energy. In Germany, this problem has been visible since 2011, when 
the government began shutting down nuclear power plants. In 2010, 20.4 GW of nuclear power, 
79.4 GW of fossil sources (coal, lignite – brown coal, natural gas and mineral oil) and approximately 
55 GW of renewable resources were in operation in Germany. In 2011, alternative energy sources 
started to be preferred and subsidized. The result of this trend in 2017 was a state in which installed 
power of nuclear sources was 10.8 GW, 80.3 GW of fossil fuels and 112.2 GW of alternative sources. 
In this example we can see that although there was a decrease in the power of nuclear sources 
by 9.6 GW (-50% decrease) and the power of alternative sources increased by 57 GW (increase 
of about 100%), the installed power of fossil sources did not decrease but on the contrary rose by 
almost 1 GW. For 7 years in Germany, 47.6 GW of installed power has been added and not even 
1 GW of fossil fuel sources disappeared.14
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The real world consequences of this problem are reflected in the fate of Immerath, West Germany, 
whose inhabitants have been evicted and the city itself has been demolished in order to surface 
mine brown coal in its location. In Germany, in 2018.

Figure 2: Comparison of installed net power generation capacity in Germany in 2010 and 2017

Source: Fraunhofer ISE 2018 14

PROBLEM
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Figure 3: Share of total installed power in Germany in 2002-2017 by source type.

Source: Fraunhofer ISE 2018 14

 2.2. PROBLEM: RENEWABLE ENERGY IS CONSUMED INEFFICIENTLY 
BECAUSE AT A TIME WHEN IT HAS THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY, THERE IS 
NOT SUCH A HIGH DEMAND FOR CONSUMPTION IN THE NETWORK

This problem concerns mostly the energy obtained from the solar panels. It’s easy to understand—
the sun is the strongest during the day around midday. At the same time, solar panels are used 
most efficiently. However, 25.4% of final energy consumption is made up by households, with 
demand peaking between 7-8 am and in the evening at 6 pm, that is, at times when the perfor-
mance of solar panels is either just starting or finishing its daily run.15 In the majority of countries 
electricity generated during peak hours is thus unnecessarily wasted or used to power household 
appliances that are unnecessary at the time – e.g. pool heaters or heat pumps. A partial solution is 
the ability to store the generated power in the home battery, but this leads us to the next problem.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the difference between the parts of the day when RES (Renewable Energy 
Systems) is the most efficient and the peak of daily consumption 16

 2.3. PROBLEM: INEFFECTIVE USE OF ACCUMULATION OPTIONS

This problem stems from the previous one and originated during attempts to solve it. Today, bat-
tery accumulation is considered to address the problem of low consumption in the peak of solar 
production. The battery is charged at peak hours during the day and is used in the evening. Within 
24 hours, one cycle passes – charge and discharge of the battery. This use of the battery is very 
inefficient because it does not use its technical and capacitive capabilities that are already far 
beyond one cycle a day.

 2.4. PROBLEM: THE FINANCIAL IRREVERSIBILITY OF HOUSEHOLD 
INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

Despite the long-term decline of solar panel prices, the investment in their purchase in countries 
located north of the 40-45 parallel is financially irrecoverable. This means that the cost of pur-
chasing, installing, and operating of this alternative energy source is higher than the savings it 
achieves over its useful life. The service life (the time between point of sale and point of scrapping) 
of today's PV panels is between 15 to 25 years.17
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This conversion model of financial return (based on real sunshine data) is calculated for a family 
house with a 10 megawatt hour of energy (MWh) annual consumption located at 48 ° N, for ex-
ample in Munich, Germany:

Table 1: Conversion model of financial return for a mid-sized family house

Source: This is a model situation of a family household in the suburbs of Munich, Germany. These numbers are based on 

our own internal calculations

 2.5. PROBLEM: RENEWABLE RESOURCES ARE BUILT AS LARGE 
CENTRALIZED PLANTS THAT ARE FAR FROM THE PLACE OF 
CONSUMPTION

The investment intensity and subsidy schemes have led to renewable energy sources being built 
in the majority of countries during the last 10 years, most often as large wind farms or solar parks 
located outside major urban centers. The energy produced is thus often on long-distance routes 
to consumption points directed by the distribution and transmission network. In the context of 
frequent changes and heavy predictions of performance of these sources, pressure is thus put on 
the instantaneous capacity of distribution and transmission networks, which requires constantly 
building new ones with sufficient capacity. This leads to high investment costs for the distribution 
companies.

For the same reason, maintaining the stability of the power grid is a challenge in itself, as the 
unexpected load of individual network elements can lead to a blackout.

*approximately including installation and accessories, with no subsidies or tax advantages granted

Example 1: without battery Example 2: with battery

FTV 5 kWp
Invertor 10 kW

FTV 5 kWp
Invertor 10 kW

Battery 19,6 kWh

Investment cost* 10.645 USD 26.320 USD

Real financial return 20 years 15 years

PROBLEM
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 2.6. PROBLEM: LOSSES DUE TO POWER TRANSFERS

Each electricity transfer generates a loss of the total flowing amount. The more energy moves from 
the production site to the point of consumption, the higher the losses. The overall losses between 
the power plant and consumers is in the range between 8% and 15%. However, these values are 
very variable and are influenced by various factors such as weather or capacity of the network. 
Losses are caused by the physical properties of electricity and they are difficult to eliminate even 
with improving technology. The financial loss that is generated by various subjects in the energy 
market is reflected in the final price of electricity.

In the United States alone, in 2013, losses in the electrical transmission and distribution system 
were 69 trillion BTUs (British thermal unit). That’s about how much energy Americans use drying 
their clothes every year.18

Figure 5: Example of re-dispatch situation in the German power grid (CLEW) 

Source: Energy Transition 2018 19

3. Suppliers who bought
wind power to supply
customers in the south
may not recieve that
power, putting industry
and households at risk
of failed supply

2. Powerlines connecting
the windy north to the
industrial south become
congested, meaning
electricity cannot be
transported

1. Heavy winds on the North
Sea and Baltic Coast increase
power production from North
German wind farms

4. Grid operators have to
throttle production from
conventional power plants
and/or wind farms in the
north, in order to stabilise
the grid

5. Grid operators tell
power stations in the
south to ramp up
production to make
up for wind power
that cannot reach
the south
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 2.7. PROBLEM: ELECTROMOBILITY

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has already admitted that the so-called "clus-
tering effect", a condition that comes with the simultaneous and uncorrected charging of a larger 
number of electric vehicles, could mean extreme demands for the grid in the near future.20

Matteo Muratori, an engineer in the NREL who focuses on transport and the energy system, deals 
with the issue in his study "Impact of uncoordinated plug-in electric vehicle charging on residential 
power demand", where he examines the potential impacts of charging electric vehicles on the 
transformer located in the targeted area.

One of his conclusions is that this problem will mostly arise in areas where more people buy an 
electric car and return to their homes daily and start charging them without coordination or plan-
ning. Muratori also explored the possibility of dual-rate charging – an alternative where cars can 
be charged quickly (supercharger) or slowly, which then corresponds to the power required by 
the distribution network. In both cases of slow and fast charging, there may be a situation where 
the transformer (distribution company) will not be able to deliver enough power which can lead 
to blackout. In addition, the large impact load of the transformer radically reduces its lifetime.21

Contrary to the common belief that electromobiles will be charged in a coordinated manner by 
the distributor, this study clearly mentions this view as possible, but not very realistic at present. 
This represents a significant problem for the ever – increasing penetration of electric vehicles. 
The conclusion of the study is that future studies should focus more on understanding customer 
behaviour and their demands for charging electric vehicles.

PROBLEM
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Figure 6: The assumption of year-on-year growth in the sale of new electric cars in the world

Source: Deloitte Insights 22

Figure 7: The assumption of year-on-year growth in the market share of new electric cars in the world

Source: Deloitte Insights 22
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 2.8. PROBLEM: INEFFICIENT REWARDING OF SUBSIDIES FOR THE 
EXPANSION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

Subsidies of different countries or government groups face a long-standing problem with ensur-
ing an efficient and fair distribution of the allocated funds. Today, subsidies are mainly approved 
as a refund of part of the initial RES investment. In the past, this was primarily the setting of fixed 
price limits for the purchase of electricity produced from renewable energy sources. The second 
scheme has made it possible to subsidize large centralized sources covered by commercial en-
tities, the former one being more addressable, but still creating a wide scope for the purposeful 
distribution of subsidies for the facilities of specific manufacturers, installers or for specific people. 23

The redistribution of subsidies also relates to the problem of the efficiency of the redistribution 
process, in particular the cost of the administrative and financial processing of subsidies.

PROBLEM
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3. Solution

 3.1. PROBLEM: EXPANDING ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES 
DOES NOT REDUCE OUR DEPENDENCE ON FOSSIL FUELS

 SOLUTION: UTILIZATION OF ENERGY MARKET’S SYNERGISTIC
EFFECTS ON ACCUMULATION

Accumulation of electricity from renewable sources is a solution to cover their inadequate ca-
pacity, especially so during unfavorable weather conditions. We are witnessing constant progress 
in the development of battery accumulation systems. Thanks to innovations across the entire 
technology spectrum, the cost of production is steadily declining. For 6 years, from 2010 to 2016, 
the battery price has dropped from $ 1,000 to $ 273 per kWh capacity. 24

Figure 8: BNEF lithium-ion battery price survey, 2010-2016 ($/kWh)

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance 24

Today, it is still technically, capacitively and financially extremely difficult to accumulate such 
an amount of electricity that could create a sufficient supply for all consumers without needing 
a fossil fuel backup. Accumulation is therefore needed as a process that occurs at all times in the 
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energy chain and involves all participants in the energy market. Any participant can contribute 
to better utilization of the accumulated energy. The synergistic effects thus obtained maximize 
the positive accumulation effects and reduce the need to maintain fossil fuel backups. Over time, 
with the ever-decreasing cost of batteries and the impact of new technologies, it is possible that 
the need to maintain fossil sources is completely removed.

If we talk about synergistic effects that can remove this problem, we mean, in particular:

• Accurate weather forecasts with AI (Artificial Intelligence)
• Managing production and consumption based on shared information, as evaluated by AI
• Automated optimization of major consumer appliances
• Double-sided and decentralized use of network services and their effects
• Decentralized energy storage up to the level of households and dwellings
• Better use of new technologies in the energy chain (Blockchain, IoT and IoE devices)

and their faster implementation into the existing system
• Reducing the number of intermediaries present in the energy chain in the ecosystem

who bring minimum added value and can be easily replaceable by new technologies
(particularly: electricity traders, various verification and licensing bodies)

• Incorporation of renewable energy producers into the energy market

 3.2. PROBLEM: RENEWABLE ENERGY IS CONSUMED
INEFFICIENTLY BECAUSE AT A TIME WHEN IT HAS THE HIGHEST
EFFICIENCY, THERE ISN’T AN APPROPRIATELY HIGH CONSUMPTION 
OF ELECTRICITY

 SOLUTION: A CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PRODUCTION,
ACCUMULATION AND CONSUMPTION

If the generated green energy is accumulated during peak production time and consumed during  
peak consumption time, it will be used in the most efficient manner and will significantly reduce 
the dependence of the delivery point on the grid.

Nowadays, simple accumulation by devices such as home batteries no longer offers an effective 
solution. 25 Efficiency of production, accumulation and consumption can be achieved by a control 
system that analyzes all available data. Based on AI and predictive models, they evaluate and 
then control all processes in order to maximize efficiency without compromising comfort.

SOLUTION
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The control system is constantly deciding on the basis of the following information:

• Weather analysis
• Analysis of the production capacities of the source
• Battery Status Analysis
• Consumption analysis of major appliances
• Analysis of the energy behavior of the delivery point
• Predictive network status model
• Predictive status model for other network participants
• Predictive model of network demand response

By using a control system with such functionalities, we ensure the maximum utilization of the 
production capacity of the renewable energy source and hence the electricity thus produced. 
The control system is also necessary for small and medium-sized customers who otherwise fail 
to manage their production and consumption according to the needs of the network and thus 
lose financial benefits that only large customers now have.

 3.3. PROBLEM: INEFFECTIVE USE OF ACCUMULATION OPTIONS

 SOLUTION: AUTOMATIC BATTERY STATUS CONTROL
ACCORDING TO DELIVERY POINT NEEDS AND NETWORK

A solution for the non-utilization of the battery potential can be achieved by installing the super-
structure control system described in the previous paragraph. This control system constantly 
learns what the energy behaviour of the delivery point is. Thanks to this, and with all the other 
information it gets, it can predict with high precision how much energy will be consumed and at 
what time it will be needed to cover consumption patterns.

The remaining battery capacity can be used for network support services, surplus accumulation 
can be sold, or free capacity can be filled with cheap electricity. With inefficient usage of the battery, 
just one cycle is passed—charging and discharging in 24 hours. However,  the battery potentially 
allows continuous 24/7 use. Within 24 hours, there may be several charges and discharges of the 
battery. The control system manages the battery to maximize its lifetime.

 3.4. PROBLEM: FINANCIAL IRREVERSIBILITY OF HOUSEHOLD
INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

SOLUTION
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 SOLUTION: A NEW ENERGY ECO-SYSTEM BUILT ON THE
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION INFRASTRUCTURE

The financial return on investment varies greatly according to the geographical conditions of each 
country. In countries where such investment is irretrievable, it is one of the main barriers to faster 
construction of new renewable resources. However, even in countries where return on investment 
in renewables is already achievable, there is still scope for this return to be even greater and for 
renewable resources to become more affordable.

Greater return on investment (ROI), as it is a financial expression of efficiency, can be achieved 
partially with all the solutions we have already described. These solutions do really and truly benefit 
if they are applied to numerous entities in the energy market so that each such entity, ranging 
from the producer to the household, will only benefit from this ecosystem.

Our goal is therefore to create an energy ecosystem in which electricity will be produced, dis-
tributed and consumed in the most efficient way, and that it will become an attractive option to 
those for whom renewable resources are currently unavailable.

Such an ecosystem can be built and operated on a current distribution infrastructure. Its job is to 
act above it as a trustworthy layer that will have a win-win effect for all the necessary present and 
future entities that will work on it. By maximizing efficiency for each entity, financial efficiency will be 
achieved, which is the key to the most rapid growth of energy produced from renewable sources.

Let's look at how the FUERGY ecosystem would affect the aforementioned house in Munich, 
Germany with an annual consumption of 10 MWh**:

Table 2: Conversion model of financial return for a mid-sized family house with FUERGY

SOLUTION

*approximately including installation and accessories, with no subsidies or tax advantages granted

**Source: This is a model situation of a family household in the suburbs of Munich, Germany. These numbers are based 

on our own internal calculations.

Today without battery Example 2: with battery With Fuergy in new
energy ecosystem

PV panels 5 kWp
Inverter 10 kW

PV panels 5 kWp
Inverter 10 kW

Battery 19,6 kWh

PV panels 5 kWp
Inverter 10 kW

Battery 19,6 kWh
Fuergy

Investment cost* 10.645 USD 26.320 USD 29.240 USD

Real financial return 20 years 15 years 4 years
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 3.5. PROBLEM: RENEWABLE RESOURCES ARE BUILT AS LARGE 
CENTRALIZED PARKS AWAY FROM THE PLACE OF CONSUMPTION

 SOLUTION: DECENTRALIZE PRODUCTION SO THAT IT IS AS 
CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO THE PLACE OF CONSUMPTION

If a renewable energy source with accumulation is available to every consumer today, pressure 
on the capacity of the distribution and transmission systems would be significantly reduced. 
Electricity is a force that, like water, moves through the path with the least resistance. Therefore, 
today's renewable energy, which flows from a few centralized sources to thousands of consumers, 
creates pressure on the grid. However, if electricity is produced in a multitude of small sources 
and these resources will be exchanged between them, the pressure on the distribution and trans-
mission network (and its constant expansion, which also has a negative ecological impact) will 
be reduced. It also minimizes the risk of a total network blackout.

Consequently, the failure of one source is not catastrophic in such network and is completely 
free of consequence for the owner of the RES. Conversely, the failure of one centralized source or 
distribution network from such a source means either the activation of a fossil fuel backup source 
or a power outage for thousands of customers. By decentralizing production and relocating it as 
close as possible to the place of consumption, this risk is minimized.

 3.6. PROBLEM: LOSSES DUE TO POWER TRANSFERS

 SOLUTION: MINIMIZE THE NEED FOR ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION

The solution is based on the previous case. If the production moves as close as possible to the point 
of consumption, the losses caused by the transformation of the voltage at the individual steps of 
the electrical distribution will be reduced. The goal is to consume the generated electricity on the 
same network where it was produced, whether it is a site connected to a transmission system or 
a micro-grid. Another effect in such distributed production sources is the compensation of the 
reactive component of electricity through inverters.26

SOLUTION
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 3.7. PROBLEM: ELECTROMOBILITY

 SOLUTION: INTELLIGENT CONTROL OF AUTOMOBILE BATTERY 
CHARGING AND USE

The problem with electric vehicles is still not fully felt. The share of electric cars in the total number 
of cars is still tiny in global terms, but it is constantly growing and there are countries where this 
problem is beginning to emerge. This can already be seen in Norway, for instance.27

The solution which will allow a great increase in the number of electric vehicles is intelligent 
charging and utilization of battery power in electric cars based on to weather reports, network 
conditions and owner behavior. If the home or workplace control system learns to predict when 
and how much electricity the owner will need in his electric car, it can adapt the charging of the 
home battery to reduce the burden on the distribution network.

Another factor is the use of battery capacity in electric vehicles. This means the possibility to 
use the battery in the car as a storage facility for later extraction of energy, the so-called "vehi-
cle-to-grid" system. At present, this feature is not yet possible for all electric vehicles, but in the 
future, for the industry's sake, this functionality is likely to become the standard. Connecting the 
electric vehicle to the grid and managing its capacity in the control system not only reduces the 
effects of electromobiles on the distribution network but will in particular bring the owner inter-
esting financial benefits as the control system will use it for the same purposes as the domestic 
battery, with the difference that the battery in electric vehicles has much more capacity and 
thus a higher financial effect.

SOLUTION
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 3.8. PROBLEM: INEFFICIENT REDISTRIBUTION OF SUBSIDIES
FOR THE EXPANSION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

 SOLUTION: DISTRIBUTION OF SUBSIDIES THROUGH
BLOCKCHAIN AND SMART CONTRACTS AND THEIR LINKING
TO REAL-WORLD ELECTRICITY PRODUCED AND CONSUMED

To solve the problems with transparency, efficiency, and the addressing of subsidies to support 
the growth of renewable resources, it is best to distribute these grant schemes through a block-
chain. Every control system of each entity knows exactly how much green energy was produced 
and sold or consumed. For the energy produced and used, the subsidy system is rewarded by 
a direct subsidy in the Smart Contract. This process is maximally transparent and fair and does 
not generate any additional costs, therefore it is as effective as possible.

The implementation of such a system will also allow the subsidy schemes to move from the state, 
national and transnational levels to local ones. Cities, villages or communities can create subsidy 
schemes for their citizens by using control systems, the blockchain and Smart Contracts. These 
new technologies allow them to provide subsidies for green energy production in a transparent 
and efficient manner.

SOLUTION
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4. Future is coming

The FUERGY company plans not only to create competition for utility companies; it should bring 
an entirely new and better way of generating electric energy. Through its hardware device, block-
chain, and its own token, it aims to create a completely new energy ecosystem that offers new 
and equitable opportunities to all participants, eliminating the negative consequences of the 
currently inefficient and subdued energy market.

The last decade has been marked by the frequent mass implementation of new technologies. 
They are becoming an increasingly more common part of life. Internet access is constantly ex-
panding, we are building more smart buildings, new IoT devices are emerging, the number of 
electromobiles is increasing and activities that have been done manually for decades are being 
automated. But that progress will require fuel and that where electricity comes in. Its global con-
sumption will grow exponentially.28

This creates the assumptions based on which the FUERGY company think the future begins today. 
Thanks to FUERGY company the future of energy is closer. Energy has so far been an area where 
new technologies have penetrated very slowly. Today, thanks to transparency and confidence 
in the blockchain, the company can effectively improve the way how energy is being produced 
and shared. Our project wants to remove entities from the market that do not bring benefits and 
block any innovation efforts for their own financial benefit. In the new energy ecosystem, the only 
entities that will remain are those that are needed and they will receive a transparent reward for 
their participation.

Our goal is to build an ecosystem that will consist of an unlimited number of nodes— market 
participants. An ecosystem where: 

• electricity will be produced and consumed more efficiently, 

• there will be no need to build new distribution grids because it will become easier and more 
efficient to use existing ones

• even the smallest consumer will be able to benefit from the opportunities that large partici-
pants already have, 

• green energy producers will be rewarded

• renewable sources will be affordable for the masses

This ecosystem will no longer create negative externalities and will be fair and beneficial to all 
relevant participants at all levels.

The fact that the current energy market cannot meet the ever-increasing demands of an ex-
panding economy is already being recognized by individual countries.29 The newest legislation 
reflects that. For instance, the proposed mandatory installation of solar panels for all new homes 
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in California 30 or the legislative framework for individual member states, approved in spring 2018 
by the European Commission 31 , that introduces the term prosumer into the legislative. 32

It is naive to think that individual countries or their government institutions will come up with 
a comprehensive solution to the problems of today's energy sector. However, thanks to FUERGY 
company, it might not be longer necessary. The new FUERGY ecosystem has arrived and it’s here 
to provide the energy of tomorrow.

FUTURE IS COMING
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5. FUERGY Answer

5.1. WHAT IS FUERGY
The FUERGY is the name for an entirely new energy ecosystem that provides AI-powered surplus 
energy trading for all of its participants. The FUERGY hardware devices are its building blocks, 
each with an integrated software platform that are interconnected as separate nodes in the 
blockchain. Each entity must own the FUERGY hardware to access the ecosystem.

5.2. POSITION ON THE CURRENT ENERGY MARKET 
The FUERGY hardware device is the user’s control system. Each user is a participant in the new 
energy market and an owner of the FUERGY hardware device, thus being perceived as a network 
node. The FUERGY device is installed behind a threshold meter (smart meter), therefore generally 
no additional authority approval is required for the installation. The FUERGY device will be fully 
certified in each individual country and it will meet all the necessary conditions for connection to 
the main electrical grid. There is no need to build a new distribution infrastructure for the FUERGY 
ecosystem. The current, already-built distribution infrastructure allows each operator to not only 
take electricity from the grid but also to supply electricity to the grid. The only technical condi-
tion for supplying electricity to the grid is the installation of a hybrid inverter, which is part of the 
FUERGY hardware device.

5.3. ON-GRID PLACEMENT AND OPERATION
On-grid installation of the device will be the first option where FUERGY can be operated. On-grid 
sites are connected to the distribution network. This means that they can draw or supply electri-
cal power from the grid and, at the same time, affect their grid status. This is the most common 
form of placement.

Combining on-grid operations and battery accumulation, the project should create the condi-
tions to make full use of its potential.

The FUERGY company aims to be able to manage all common types of renewable energy sourc-
es, be it solar panels, wind turbines or hydropower plants. For investment and urban reasons, 
however, solar panels are preferred when selling complete FUERGY packages. In geographic 
areas that are suitable for wind turbine operation, FUERGY packages will also be offered with 
these green energy sources.

On-grid installation is also possible without a renewable energy source. In this case, FUERGY AI-
unit controls only battery accumulation, thus it only charges and discharges it according to the 
entity's consumption and the needs of the network. In addition to saving the customer's energy 
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costs and generating revenue from surplus battery trading, a renewable energy generator also 
creates a positive effect on the distribution and transmission system as it helps to reduce the 
impact pressure on the power shortage or surplus in the system.

The goal of engaging FUERGY in the on-grid installation is to minimize the entity's costs for elec-
tricity, or rather to generate financial income by generating electricity and selling its accumu-
lated surpluses.

5.4. OFF-GRID PLACEMENT AND OPERATION
Off-grid traffic means that the site is not connected to the distribution grid and that electricity 
is produced for the entity’s own consumption. In most cases, it does so through solar panels, 
wind turbines, or energy from a small hydropower plant and then stores it in a battery. In other 
cases, off-grid entities can generate electricity from non-organic, non-renewable sources (diesel 
generators) due to the financial irreversibility of RES. The option of installing FUERGY device also 
motivates these entities to switch to energy produced from renewable sources and help protect 
the environment.

The installation of FUERGY equipment in an off-grid setting is possible, as all of these resources 
can be effectively managed by FUERGY company. In this case, the system focuses on maximizing 
the optimization of consumption and the most efficient use of power and battery capacity, but 
without sacrificing the user’s comfort. The artificial intelligence of the control system predicts 
the conditions and controls production and consumption accordingly.

In off-grid traffic, it is not possible to trade electricity or participate in network services. The finan-
cial effect of the FUERGY device installation is generated by the most efficient use of renewable 
resources, which consequently ideally minimizes the customer's energy costs to zero. 

Figure 9: On-grid vs. Off-grid
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5.5. PHYSICAL MICROGRIDS
A microgrid is a small network of electricity users with a local source (or sources) of supply that 
is usually attached to a centralized national grid (on-grid microgrid) but is also able to function 
independently (off-grid microgrid). Operating FUERGY equipment in a microgrid means that all 
participants have a FUERGY device installed and, within the microgrid, they trade with each other 
according to their individual needs.

Within the microgrid, each FUERGY user may vary from one another. The same goes for the form 
and size of the source, or battery accumulation. An on-grid microgrid installation is possible 
without a renewable energy source. In this case, FUERGY AI-unit controls only battery accumu-
lation, charging and discharging according to the needs of the connected users as well as the 
needs of the external distribution network.

The first installation principle is the ideal solution for municipalities that can invest in a central 
accumulator or central resource managed by FUERGY company. Individual entities (households) 
are connected to these centralized sources within the microgrid Lite version of the FUERGY. The 
second option is to install individual sources and battery accumulations and their physical in-
terconnection within the microgrid – ideally within a block, local area or community.

The benefit of operating in a physical microgrid is the reduction of distribution fees. The disadvan-
tage is the need for physical interconnection and the high costs necessary to build them, and in 
the case of on-grid microgrids, also the responsibility in relation to the distribution network. For 
this reason, the FUERGY project comes with the possibility of creating virtual microgrids, which 
are described below.

5.6. VIRTUAL MICROGRIDS
The FUERGY ecosystem allows the virtual creation of community-based microgrids on the current 
distribution infrastructure. It offers almost all of the benefits of physical microgrid installations (the 
one exception being the requirement to pay a fee for the use of a public grid), but without the 
need for building physical connections. Communities and entities that want to share electricity 
do not need to build their own physical microgrid, which is often very costly. A FUERGY virtual grid 
is capable of operating even if its individual members are connected only through the main grid.

Individuals are capable of creating their community virtually themselves via the FUERGY applica-
tion, without any investment costs. The FUERGY ecosystem will then perceive such participants as 
a comprehensive microgrid and electricity will be traded only between its members. If the system 
cannot meet the virtual community’s demand for power within the virtual microgrid, energy for 
that community will be purchased from an entity outside the virtual microgrid. Similarly, if surplus 

FUERGY ANSWER
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energy cannot be consumed or accumulated within a virtual microgrid, the system sells it to an 
entity outside the virtual microgrid.

A virtual microgrid can be created by every FUERGY entity through an application. Subsequently, 
it becomes its administrator and can add or remove its members. Likewise, an entity may ask 
the administrator to add or remove a virtual microgrid. An entity may be part of only one virtual 
microgrid, but it may still conclude one-off or fixed regular contracts with entities outside the 
virtual microgrid. In this case, the control system counts the necessary capacity and prioritizes 
the contracts entered manually.

Within the virtual microgrid, individual members can have different sources of green energy, or 
they may not have any renewable energy resource and have only battery accumulation and 
optimization. The only prerequisite for incorporating such a member into a virtual microgrid is the 
ownership and operation of FUERGY devices.

Virtual microgrids offer the opportunity to create communities remotely by connecting with your 
family, friends, neighbors, employees or your employer, or connect with your daughter’s school. 
You can even connect the FUERGY devices of all public buildings within a single country. This will 
create the conditions for the emergence of a global network of interconnected virtual micro grids 
that will be linked from the outset to a new energy ecosystem.

Figure 10: Physical microgrid vs. virtual microgrid
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5.7. THE BEGINNING OF THE NEW ENERGY ECOSYSTEM
By combining an ever-increasing amount of FUERGY customers in the form of virtual microgrids 
with energy communities or individual prosumers, the FUERGY company will create a connect-
ed ecosystem that is transparent and maximizes the potential of renewable energy and of the 
electricity produced therein.

In the new energy ecosystem, each kilowatt of electricity is produced and consumed in a con-
trolled manner. There will be no need to protect the necessary entities from excessive electricity 
prices, since its price will be determined by demand and supply and not by market speculation 
or the influence of non-transparently redistributed subsidies. The principle of the functioning of 
the new energy ecosystem will remove the network’s negative effects and eliminate the need for 
authorities and intermediaries who do not contribute actual value to it.

FUERGY ANSWER
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FUERGY ANSWER

Figure 11: New energy ecosystem
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6. FUERGY Product

6.1. FUERGY HARDWARE DEVICE
From the outset of the project, the FUERGY system has been designed as a simple expandable 
system that can monitor and manage various renewable energy sources - primarily photovol-
taics, water or wind energy.

You need to own FUERGY hardware to access the FUERGY network and to share electricity. By plac-
ing this device directly at the point of production and consumption, it performs the distributed 
computing node task with other devices with the ability to close transactions without having to 
engage in this authorization process. Transactions are transparent and trusted due to the block-
chain’s Smart Contract.33

The FUERGY for households consists of a data generator, AC / DC converter, smart meter, inverter, 
built-in battery, and alternative power source. If the customer already has a battery and an alter-
native power source with a smart meter and an inverter, the FUERGY AI-unit will be connected to 
these devices and will control them. The list of supported devices will be continuously expanded 
according to the market’s requirements and manufacturers' offers.

The hardware specification (especially the voltage and frequency) of the device will be pre-defined 
for each market directly in the production. Different countries have different energy legislation, 
so the equipment will be adjusted for operation in each country.

The installation of the device will be performed by certified companies and individuals. Enabling 
the device on the network will require authorized technician access. During installation, the tech-
nician will connect FUERGY device with all relevant appliances and alternative power sources, set 
the correct operating frame for the device and connect it to the network. He will pass access data 
to a customer and explain basic controls through the smartphone application.

FUERGY device requires a WiFi, LAN or mobile network connection. In the event of connection fail-
ure, the device will continue to work in the offline mode and optimize the user’s consumption. In 
offline mode, FUERGY device works without the option of trading. Once connection is restored, it 
automatically returns to full functionality.

The advantage of FUERGY device is its large scalability and interconnectivity. The device that is 
designed for regular customers (FUERGY for homes) is interconnected with other FUERGY devices, 
regardless of whether they are designated for businesses, households or public institutions

Therefore, cross-community connectivity creates a framework for unlimited mutual trading 
among all FUERGY owners. For example, a household can sell electricity to a factory on the op-
posite side of the city, or a public building, such as a school, can share surplus electricity with 
a hospital during weekends.
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The wide scalability of FUERGY devices will allow it to be seamlessly installed on most types of 
buildings and the use of existing distribution infrastructure will allow rapid and seamless expansion. 
The individual versions of FUERGY devices and their description are listed in Chapter 9: Use cases.

6.2. FUERGY HARDWARE PLATFORM
The basic unit of the FUERGY hardware platform is the ARM family microcontroller. It is a 32-bit 
single-core microcontroller with sufficient computing power for the necessary applications.

The system consists of several functional blocks:

• Control unit
This is the basic system block. At it is an ARM (Advanced RISC Machine) type microcontroller. 
Its 32-bit core provides sufficient computational power for all types of computations related 
to the security of the control functions.

• Power block
This block ensures the conversion of the input supply voltage to the supply voltage required 
for the operation of the individual blocks. Each block has its specific features related to its 
function. It takes care of insulating barriers to provide galvanic isolation for the purpose of 
reducing interference or resistance to interference.

• Communication interface block
For the needs of connecting a base unit with peripherals such as inverters, BMS (Battery 
Management System) systems, photovoltaic inverters, etc., FUERGY device is   equipped with 
several communication interfaces. It includes two separate and independent RS485 interfaces. 
Two separate CAN (Controller Area Network) interfaces. One serves for expanding modules 
for management and monitoring needs, the other is designed to connect different types 
of devices. It also includes two TTL (Transistor-transistor Logic) serial interfaces to connect 
internal peripherals.

• Internet connection block
In order to connect FUERGY device to a server that takes care of more complex operations, 
the system must be able to connect to the TCP/ IP interface. Both the security and the method 
of communication are taken care of by a separate block built also on the ARM architecture. 
For difficult operations, a multi-core ARM structure is selected. The SSD disk with encryption 
algorithm is used to store the data required for both statistics and management.

The FUERGY device communicates with the power source (inverter, photovoltaic inverter, BMS 
system…), detects the status of the device, regulates its performance and provides the server 
with a single communication interface independent of the source or source manufacturer.

FUERGY PRODUCT
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The CAN communication interface is used to extend the system. By using it, the FUERGY company 
can extend the system to the modules needed for more complex systems. Expansion modules 
can be digital inputs and outputs, analog inputs and outputs, home audio support modules (from 
Google, Apple, Amazon, etc.), wireless communication modules and more. This way the FUERGY 
company can build and expand the system according to specific future customer and market 
demands. Such configuration ensures optimal configuration for different systems.

6.3. FUERGY AI-POWERED SOFTWARE PLATFORM
The FUERGY AI-unit searches and implements energy contracts itself, so that electricity is con-
sumed as close as possible to the place where it was produced and the distribution network 
is not burdened. Based on this rule, FUERGY prefers the principle of community energy sharing. 
Community Energy Sharing is a system that is an automatic superstructure of the standard 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) via Smart Contract. For the purposes of energy optimization, direct P2P trading 
is inadequate, as a direct surplus and a direct shortage of electricity for two separate entities 
must be coupled to close the P2P contract. Such situation occurs with regular P2P, but not so 
often (typically only a few times a day), and its financial effect is thus relatively low compared to 
the financial effect generated by community energy sharing in 5 minute to one hour intervals.

Community energy sharing is a mutually decentralized connection of FUERGY devices into a global 
network of local communities where each device communicates with its nearest devices. This 
community has a maximum of 5 members — usually the 5 closest points of origin. Unless energy 
needs are mitigated within the community, the demand for purchasing / selling electricity is 
shifted to the next closest community. Clearance of business within or outside of the community 
is only then implemented through P2P Smart Contracts under the blockchain’s protocol.

Unlike today's current electricity trading scheme based on prediction models, FUERGY AI-unit 
adjusts the contract between the seller and the buyer in real time, within the range of the maxi-
mum and minimum quantity. To ensure the functionality of this business-distribution model, one 
seller will simultaneously enter into a contract with multiple buyers and vice versa. This system 
will diversify the risk of non-availability or shortage of electricity and allow the real-bought and 
sold quantities of electricity to be traded between all participating devices and communities 
after the 5-minute trading interval.

FUERGY PRODUCT
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For a simpler and more efficient way of trading, the deals will take place on two levels:

• Day ahead
Closing deals on the D-1 basis, that is, at a time when FUERGY AI-unit automatically gener-
ates a plan for the next day. If the system already estimates surplus electricity at this time, it 
automatically searches for a sales partner.

• Intraday
Trading during the day at intervals of at least 5 minutes. Differences that occur during the 
day are balanced and the deviation correction system is utilized.

Within 5-minute intervals, a situation may arise when different factors meet, and all contracts 
within a single shared community fail and it will not be possible to sell or buy electricity within the 
community. In this case, FUERGY AI-unit automatically searches for demand/offer in the nearest 
communities and executes contracts in the remaining time until the end of the 5-minute trading 
window. At the same time, 5 minutes before the end of the current trading window, a contract 
search will begin for a new 5-minute business window. This will minimize business losses caused 
by a power outage. The entire business process, as described above, works automatically and 
does not require activity from the device owner. This process can be passively monitored through 
an application if necessary.

Figure 12: Community energy sharing with FUERGY

FUERGY PRODUCT
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Diagram description:

• Pink Circle – Represents the community around A1
• Example from an A1 point of view of:
• A1 has 8 – 10KW for sale
• D1 purchases in the range of 2.5 – 3KW
• A2 purchases in the range of 3 – 3.5KW
• C3 purchases in the range of 1.5 – 2 KW
• B4 purchases in the range of 1 – 1.5 KW

Each customer makes several multiple-source contracts. This way, fluctuations in production 
are minimized.

Trading option is available for all device owners who buy a version with an integrated battery, 
or they already have the battery and plug it into the device. The amount of traded electricity 
depends only on the capacity of the battery and the speed of its charging — the technical ca-
pacities of its discharge. Batteries that will be shipped as part of the device will be selected to 
make the most of the ecosystem's capabilities, while at the same time extending their lives as 
much as possible. The interface for buying, selling or sending electricity is a mobile application.

Electricity trading is by default in full automatic mode. However, the owner of FUERGY device has 
the option to create a one-time order or recurring task. Once the manually entered conditions 
have been met, the system automatically continues operating under the AI’s control. This way, 
the owner will be able to send the energy (at transfer cost) to any other FUERGY user or the system 
can be manually configured to deliver, for instance, 1 kW to a local school every day for one 
school year. Once the one-time or regular task has been completed, the system will continue in 
automatic mode. In the case of manually entered recurring tasks, the system will include them 
in the prediction of the delivery point’s energy behaviour.

The FUERGY AI-unit processes all of the information about the owner's energy production and 
consumption, evaluates them and compares them with the current data (weather, price devel-
opment, production plan, network status, etc.) received from the server. Based on these calcu-
lations, it evaluates what amount of energy it can sell, or what amount must be purchased to 
ensure trouble-free operation of the delivery point.

The FUERGY AI-powered software platform has a modular concept. The entire information system 
is built with Linux-based tools. The development of the main modules is solved in Python 3.6, 
NodeJS 8, PHP 7 and C ++. It consists of Database, BackEnd, and FrontEnd.

FUERGY PRODUCT
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The system works with real-time values, as well as historical values (history data) and values from 
the future (various predictions). This data is stored in time series databases (InfluxDB). Relation-
ships between objects and dials are saved using relational databases (MariaDB).

In the BackEnd environment, programmable or rather parameterizable modules for object 
data processing are available. The BackEnd is divided into different modules according to data 
processing methods within an application. The CLC computing module has predefined math-
ematical functions that can be expanded using the internal scripting language (Lua language).

The universal use of the database storage is secured by the DBI module, which ensures com-
munication with the types of databases used. The COM module (created in C++) provides com-
munication with external devices. COM has a set of basic communication protocols (MODBUS, 
DLMS, IEC62056, IEC60870-5-104). These can be modulated as needed in the given environment. 
The WSE module provides communication to the external environment using WEB services. This 
communication supports the secure exchange of configurable JSON files between different sys-
tems. All modules are internally interconnected through the COR module (RabbitMQ technology).

The front end of the entire system is secured without the need for client-side installation. Web 
access to the system is provided with full access to the created application, as well as to the 
application's configuration tools. The application supports the connection of web browsers of 
different types: from a computer, a tablet or a mobile phone. For mobile platforms, an app is 
being developed to create an even better method of access for mobile users.

Access to the system is secured by accounts with different levels. Multi-step authentication 
can be used to sign in. The system is pre-set at multiple management levels — support, vendor, 
customer, and others.

In the case of a critical deployment of the application, the information system is ready to work 
in redundant wiring, duplicating individual modules, and running on multiple servers in one or 
more locations.

FUERGY PRODUCT
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Figure 13: A modular concept of the FUERGY AI-powered software platform

6.4. CUSTOMER INTERFACE
The FUERGY app is a client interface designed for device setup, control, energy trading and 
account access. The app will be optimized for use on mobile devices. It will also be available 
through the web interface under the same user account. The web interface will also serve for 
basic control of the device and its configuration in case of loss of access to the application or 
its failure. As part of the web interface, the business platform will be identical to the application 
with a summary of completed transactions. Installation activation and recovery of the device 
by authorized service technicians will take place via the web interface. Login data associated 
with a specific FUERGY device will be obtained by the customer when installing the device. With 
this login data, it can access the app on any number of devices.

If the user has questions about the operation and settings of the FUERGY device or about the 
management of the applications, a 24/7 phone and online help desk will be available to them 
in a local language. For those customers who want to actively engage in electricity production, 
the FUERGY company will be preparing regular online seminars that can be accessed once they 
log in through the app.

FUERGY PRODUCT
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FUERGY PRODUCT

6.5. ROADMAP

Q2 2018
• The FUERGY company

established

• Algorithm (AI)

development

• Finalizing the HW version

of FUERGY Home

Q2 2019
• The FUERGY SW platform

v2.0 testing

• Mass production and 

sale of FUERGY business

• Prototype production

of FUERGY Home

Q4 2018
• The FUERGY SW platform

v1.0 – pilot project

• The FUERGY SW platform

v2.0 development

• Prototype production

of the AI-control unit

Q4 2019
• SW platform v2.0

– available for all

customers

• Automatic update

to v2.0 SW platform

Q3 2018
• The FUERGY SW platform

v1.0 development

• Finalizing the HW version

of FUERGY Business

• FUERGY App development

Q1 2019
• The FUERGY SW platform v1.0

– available for all customers

• First testing prototype of

FUERGY Home installed

• First blockchain transaction

• FUERGY App release

Q3 2019
• The FUERGY SW platform v2.0

– pilot project

• FUERGY Charger

– pilot project

• Mass production and sale

of FUERGY Home
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7. New Energy Ecosystem
The basic unit of the ecosystem is an Energy Community consisting of the five nearest nodes 
that are interconnected either via a virtual or physical microgrid. These nodes share electric 
energy between themselves in an efficient manner that balances out each node’s production 
and consumption.

Energy Communities will also have the option of upgrading to Energy Societies. Energy Societies 
will be groups of individual subjects and/or Energy Communities that will collectively act in re-
gards to automatic transactions, the purpose of which is to secure better commercial conditions.

A working example of an Energy Society could be, for instance, the population of a city, the inhabit-
ants of a public or private building, or a group of small towns. Such Energy Societies will bring their 
members a number of advantages in optimization, in terms of both electric energy production and 
consumption. Along with the advantages of a decentralized system of electric energy production 
and trading, they can also make use of synergy which is gained from the Energy Society’s greater 
volume of electric energy consumption and total installed capacity.

The New Energy Ecosystem will consist of individual FUERGY device owners who are freely inter-
connected through virtual or physical microgrids, of Energy Communities containing multiple 
subjects and of Energy Societies. By interconnecting these subjects while still maintaining their 
decentralized nature, FUERGY will secure a stable ecosystem and a consistent demand for FUERGY 
utility tokens (FGY).

• Green Energy Bonuses
For the rapid establishment of the New Energy Ecosystem, the FUERGY company plans to dedicate 
a part of FGY emission to support the production of green electric energy through FUERGY devices.

The FUERGY AI-unit can accurately identify how much green energy was produced and consumed 
by a subject. Based on these calculations, a FUERGY device owner will receive bonus in FUERGY 
tokens for every megawatt (MW) of produced green energy, in addition to the standard payment 
he or she will receive for the traded energy. All FUERGY device owners in the new Energy Ecosystem 
will be able to receive these bonuses.

The amount rewarded will remain fixed regardless of the exchange rate for FGY to USD. The 
distribution of green energy will begin with the installment of the first FUERGY device and it will 
continue until the all tokens designated for this scheme will be distributed. The planned start of 
manufacturing suggests that the last FGY bonus tokens will be distributed in 2030.

Once the distribution of all FUERGY bonus tokens will be complete, the company will release the 
blueprints for FUERGY’s hardware and software platform to the public under an open-source li-
cence. Other companies may start producing devices with the same functionalities as FUERGY, but 
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only if their devices will participate in the new Energy Ecosystem and use FGY for all transactions 
between them. This step will greatly expand the number of devices participating in FUERGY’s New 
Energy Ecosystem, increase the total amount of green electric energy being produced and further 
improve the stability of renewable energy sources. Last, but not least, it will significantly increase 
demand for FGY.

 

• Hardware Bonuses
Hardware bonuses are designated as rewards for FUERGY’s initial customers, users who will be 
among the first who will buy the device. The FUERGY company plans to dedicate a sufficient part 
of FUERGY tokens for hardware bonuses. These hardware bonuses can be used by new users to 
purchase electric energy for the initial period (the first few weeks) until FUERGY AI-unit will be able 
to analyze their energy behavior and thus create the first predictive models.

Unlike bonuses for produced green energy, hardware bonuses will be calculated in reference to 
the current exchange rate of FGY to USD. The FUERGY company plans to provide every FUERGY 
device owner with 150 USD worth of FGY for the purchase of each new device. This amount will 
be calculated based on the current exchange rate at the time of the device’s installation. This 
system should motivate customers to quickly buy and install FUERGY devices, thanks to which the 
new Energy Ecosystem will grow at an accelerated rate. The redistribution of hardware bonuses 
will begin with the installation of the very first FUERGY device and will continue until the FGY for 
that purpose will be depleted.

NEW ENERGY ECOSYSTEM
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8. Competition

The FUERGY company is not the only blockchain-powered energy trading platform. There are 
other companies looking to create similar energy trading concepts across the world. The com-
pany welcomes competition and believes it drives innovation, accelerates progress and creates 
downward pressure on prices, benefiting consumers. However, the team is also confident that 
FUERGY stands out among our competition due to a number of reasons:

• THE FUERGY COMPANY HAS DEVELOPED OWN HARDWARE AND AI-POWERED SOFTWARE
The FUERGY is the hardware device that comes along with its own software, with both parts de-
veloped by our team for maximum security. Our AI-powered software component takes care of 
trading and energy optimization while our hardware creates a bridge between your home bat-
tery and the grid. The R&D team has developed proprietary artificial intelligence (AI) unit which 
automatically trades your electric energy based on recognized patterns of supply and demand.

• OUR PLATFORM USES BLOCKCHAIN THE WAY IT IS MEANT TO BE USED
The project utilizes the blockchain as decentralized ledger, using it to conduct trustfull, transparent 
and secure trading between nodes in large and constantly growing network of FUERGY users. There 
is nothing unnecessary or irrelevant in our platform’s need for blockchain - the FUERGY company 
uses this technology the way it was meant to be used.

• THE FUERGY PROJECT SUPPORTS CREATION OF COMMUNITIES VIA P2P TRADING
The FUERGY project  is not just an energy trading platform, it is the meaningful way of making new 
connections and fosters the creation of local communities. Trade has always brought together 
diverse and different characters of people, whether it was on the international, national or local 
level. The project is bringing the social benefits of doing business onto the local and individual level.

• WE HAVE AN ELITE TEAM THAT HAS EXPERIENCE IMPLEMENTING NEW TECHNOLOGIES INTO BUSINESS
The FUERGY company consists of three teams, each of which focuses on a specific task in de-
veloping the FUERGY platform. Our hardware and software teams are led by people who have 
a background in optimizing energy for industrial-scale clients while our blockchain team has prior 
experience with a number of blockchain projects.

• FUERGY IS MAKING GREEN ENERGY ACCESSIBLE AND AFFORDABLE FOR EVERYONE
The FUERGY ecosystem provides excellent ROI on renewables, allowing the utilization of green 
energy to a much wider range of customers from across the world.
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COMPETITION

• OUR CUSTOMER ACQUISITION SYSTEM REWARDS GREEN ENERGY PRODUCERS
The project has limited amount of tokens that will be distributed as the bonus for producing the 
green energy. Earlier someone begins producing green energy with FUERGY ecosystem, more 
bonus tokens he or she will earn through our generous but limited bonus system.

• OUR MARKET PENETRATION WILL BE ACCELERATED THROUGH A B2B NETWORK OF PARTNERED 
COMPANIES

Sales, installation and maintenance won’t all be managed by the FUERGY company. Instead, these 
tasks will be managed by competent partnering specialists. Partnered businesses will receive the 
one-time payment for installation and we will give them portion of the fee for each transaction 
over the device’s lifespan.

• ONLY FUERGY DELIVERS THE FULL POTENTIAL OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY AND GREEN ENERGY 
PRODUCTION, MAXIMIZING ITS POSITIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

The FUERGY project isn’t just about saving money, it’s about protecting the planet as well. It's bridging 
the gap between economical and ecological by reducing consumption, increasing effectiveness 
and facilitating excellent ROI for everyone who is interested in green energy production. Only by 
combining green energy trading with optimization can be achieved maximum reduction of fossil 
fuels burning and its resultant environmental effects.
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9. Use Cases

9.1. FUERGY HOME
The FUERGY Home is designed for regular end-user customers, especially for households — family 
houses, that have the option of installing the renewable energy source. The Home version consists 
of a control system which also acts as an individual node within the blockchain, an AC/DC elec-
tricity converter, a smart meter, an inverter (2 kW), a built-in battery (6.5 kW) and an alternative 
power source (2 kW PV panels). The entire set is packed into the modern design box that allows 
installation even in parts of the interior that are in daily use because of its great look. Customer 
gets everything he needs to start producing and trading green electric energy and to become 
the active participant in FUERGY ecosystem.

Al Control Unit

Fuses

Inverter

Battery

122 cm (48 inch)

64 cm (25,2 inch)
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USE CASES

9.2. FUERGY HOME MAX
For households where consumption exceeds the capacity of 6.5 kW battery of the Home set, the 
extended Home Max version with 19.6 kW battery and 10 kW inverter will be available. Extended 
version will consist of two devices, first one being identical to the Home version and the other 
device will only contain the additional battery. Other components and their functionality will be 
the same as in the basic Home version, so FUERGY Home Max — the extended version — only will 
utilize bigger battery and inverter with higher capacity.

9.3. FUERGY HOME LITE
For customers who already have other alternative power source installed along with battery 
backup system, the FUERGY company offers the alternative in the form of FUERGY Home Lite system. 
Because FUERGY system can manage any commonly available alternative power source and 
battery, FUERGY Home Lite version will connect and control these already installed devices, adding 
all the features that customer would otherwise acquire by purchasing the basic Home system.

9.4. FUERGY BUSINESS
The FUERGY Business is the device’s version designed for small and medium-sized manufacturing 
and business premises and commercial real estates such as hotels, office buildings or shopping 
centers with estimated consumption of 20 MW or more annually. This device does not have built-
in battery, it is delivered separately in rack or container, depending on the exact specifications 
of the place where it will be installed. The FUERGY Business device only connects to this external 
battery and controls it. Battery capacity is calculated individually based on the FUERGY mathe-
matical model.

The FUERGY Business version is specifically designed for medium and large customers optimized 
by hardware and software parameters. It calculates the specific electric energy requirements 
that these customers have compared to the households. In addition to automated power op-
timization, FUERGY Business will also ensure the most efficient utilization of a battery’s lifespan. 
Return on investment and subsequent profit from using FUERGY system combined with the size 
of battery needed for commercial objects is significant enough so that the profit from electric 
energy trading affects the overall ROI. FUERGY system will become one way of earning revenue 
for commercial entities owning or operating buildings, and its positive economic benefits will be 
calculated and taken into account in the preparation phase of commercial business plans.

Fuergy Business version is specifically designed for medium and large customers optimized by 
hardware and software optimization parameters and it calculates the specific electric energy 
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requirements that these customers have compared to the households. In addition to automat-
ed power optimization, Fuergy Business will also ensure the most efficient utilization of a bat-
tery’s lifespan. Return on investment and subsequent profit from using Fuergy system combined 
with the size of battery needed for commercial objects is significant enough so that the profit 
from electric energy trading affects the overall ROI. Fuergy system will become one way of earning 
revenue for commercial entities owning or operating buildings, and its positive economic benefits 
will be calculated and taken into account in the preparation phase of commercial business plans.

9.5. FUERGY CHARGER HOME AND THE FUERGY CHARGER BUSINESS
The FUERGY Charger is the version of FUERGY Home and FUERGY Business enriched by electro-
mobility functionality. It is designed for installation in places where there is significant demand 
for installing Superchargers.34 FUERGY system with external battery also serves as Uninterruptible 
Power Supply (UPS) for electric energy delivery point. This version is intended primarily for existing 
and emerging “fuel” (re-charging) stations, stand-alone shopping centers, rest areas or stand-
alone business, accommodation, recreational or catering facilities. Installation of FUERGY Charger 
will allow the operation of fast charging stations in places where capacity of distribution network 
does not currently allow it. Stand-alone objects (mainly gas stations) can then be operated in 
off-grid operation mode after installing the FUERGY Charger.

In the course of 2019, application extension will be developed that will enable charging station 
operators to charge their customers via online power management tool with customizable pay-
ment system utilizing API interface to other broadly used payment systems.

USE CASES
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10. Market Entry

10.1. B2B PARTNERSHIPS - SALES AND SERVICE PARTNER
Distribution, sales, installation and service of FUERGY devices will be done on all markets by the 
network of Certified Sales and Service Partners (B2B). First, we will look after the companies, that 
already have experience with installation and service of RES installations and already have built 
customer network with installed RES, to whom FUERGY devices can be offered instantly to increase 
energy savings of their customers. Reward for these partners will be in the form of a one-time 
bonus for the sale and installation of the facility, and regular monthly share of transaction charges 
that each facility will produce (see Fees and Business Model section). Secondarily, we will look 
after potential partners who do not sell or install RES devices, but the composition of their port-
folio, customers, service network, or previous sales successes will indicate that, after thorough 
training, they can become full-fledged FUERGY sales and service partners.

The company will be constantly expanding the distribution networks in all countries where FUERGY 
devices will be available. The FUERGY company will not sell and install devices on its own to B2C 
customers.

10.2. MARKETS 
Austria and Germany are among the first markets FUERGY company will focus on. Then, in the 
shortest time possible, the project wants to enter the markets of all EU countries and at the same 
time launch testing operations in the USA, China, India, Australia, Brazil, South Africa, Japan and 
select Middle East countries. The FUERGY company's goal is to enter all leading markets where 
renewable energy growth is expected to grow sharply within 3 years, and to accelerate and in-
crease this growth.35

Figure 14: Renewable capacity growth by country/region
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MARKET ENTRY

Subsequently, the FUERGY company wants to enter all relevant markets within 5 years of launching 
sales in Germany and the Austrian market. More detailed information is provided in the Roadmap 
section.

10.3. FEES AND BUSINESS MODEL
For all transactions made in the FUERGY ecosystem, the transaction fee will be paid in the FGY. The 
amount of the fee will be calculated as the percentage of the financial statement for the total 
price of the electricity distributed in the transaction. The basis for calculating the transaction fee 
will be based on the total price in FGY minus distribution fees, if applicable. Transaction credit and 
financial settlement will be completed in 5 minute to 1 hour intervals, depending on the country 
of the involved parties.

Within the framework of the Smart Contract, the fee is divided the following way:

• The first part will be for the FUERGY company to cover the costs of operating the FUERGY network. 
These funds are mainly used for blockchain operations, project innovations and the FUERGY 
company's operating costs.

• The second part will be redistributed as revenue to all FUERGY security token owners* based 
on the amount of security tokens they own.

• The third part will be for the Sales and Service Partner who has installed and serviced the 
particular device. This fee will be a share in the FGY from all transactions between the de-
vices that they have installed and serviced for the entire lifetime of these devices. For Sales 
and Service Partners, this will be a long-term passive income and an incentive to ensure the 
fastest expansion of FUERGY devices as possible. The funds thus obtained will also serve to 
create the groundwork for providing the best customer service, which will be, along with the 
regular authorization of the Sales and Service Partners network, the main task of the FUERGY 
company.

• The fourth part will be for the Development Fund. These funds will be allocated (in FGY) to a trans-
parent wallet and will be used to support the construction of energy projects in economically 
less-developed countries — particularly off-grid electrification of cities and municipalities in 
which these investments cannot be paid by residents’ taxes or their own financial resources. 
The selection of projects will be carried out by public vote.

* Information on request only for accredited investors, find more info on www.fuergy.com
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10.4. PLATFORM OPENING
By 2030, the company plans to release the last of the Green Energy Bonus FGY designated to 
support green energy production through FUERGY devices. Furthermore, the FUERGY company 
plans to open the SW and HW platform to the public in the form of an open-source license. This 
will create the conditions for the creation of a large number of new devices that will be able to 
connect to the FUERGY network and participate in a new energy ecosystem. The only condition 
is to use the FGY as a transaction currency. The number of entities involved in FUERGY ecosystem 
will create scarcity of tokens with resultant increase in demand.

MARKET ENTRY
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11. The Blockchain

11.1. WHY BLOCKCHAIN
As the FUERGY company has already indicated, energy network of the future brought by the FUERGY 
project will consist of unlimited number of individual network nodes that represent each market 
participant. These participants may have the position of energy consumers or producers, or they 
will be prosumers (both the consumer and the producer). They can be a community or a network 
operator, or they can have some other functions. Their position in the marketplace can change 
from buyer to seller or vice versa on a 5 minute to one hour basis.

Future energy networks will also be populated by other participants who will have their roles, 
whether they are building and running distribution grids, or they are battery or solar panel man-
ufacturers. Such network design will require maximum operational efficiency and fair reward for 
each participant's contribution to the future energy network's functionality. As the network will 
consist of many participants with different relationships (both competitive), the network needs 
to be built as the most efficient, scalable, transparent, trusted and secure ecosystem, generating 
long-term positive effects for all participants. More important than all these side objectives is the 
primary goal of increasing the efficiency of renewable energy sources and the market share of 
energy produced by these sources.

The FUERGY system is built on these principles, as the company is aware of the fact that it is im-
possible to build a complicated and constantly changing network nodes ecosystem like this one 
on the architecture of current systems (such as cloud infrastructure control systems) because it is 
dangerous, impractical, extremely costly and impossible to build upon all the desired parameters, 
including the lack of trust between participants.

In order to create the new energy ecosystem, it is necessary to implement blockchain technolo-
gy which will make the implementation of all desired parameters more reliable, but also simpler, 
cheaper, more transparent and decentralized. Compared to other blockchain solutions, which 
are increasingly popular in technology and business world, the energy market has much more 
specific demands. In FUERGY project, this is primarily the requirement for unlimited flexible scala-
bility, multi-layer architecture of the blockchain system for creating local communities. All these 
properties and parameters are combined into one ecosystem, enabling us to bring a new global 
energy market — FUERGY.

11.2. WHICH BLOCKCHAIN
The first blockchain platform that FUERGY project will use will be the ERC-20 token-compatible 
blockchain. This will allow a subsequent testing of hardware functionality of devices in prototype 
mode (MVP) and pre-serial phases.
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THE BLOCKCHAIN

To ensure the fastest expansion of FUERGY system, the company will consider replacing the ERC-20 
blockchain (Ethereum) with Proof-of-Stake (PoS) or Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) confirmation 
consensus blockchain, that uses only negligible amount of electrical power compared to block-
chain platforms, based on Proof-of-Work consensus (PoW), and at the same time fulfils the high 
speed demands of the energy market. The primary parameter for platform selection will then be 
the blockchain speed. After the hardware testing of the ERC-20 compatible blockchain (Ethereum), 
the FUERGY company plans on announcing the selection of the blockchain platform, followed by 
the detailed testing of suitable and available blockchain platforms which are based on PoS or 
DPos. For information about the timeframe, please check out our roadmap.
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12. FUERGY Network Token
The FUERGY network tokens (FGY) will be distributed as ERC-20 compatible tokens in 2019. The FGY 
will serve to express the value of all mutual transactions among all market participants. They 
will be the basic pillar of new energy ecosystem. In addition to the primary market participants 
(producers and consumers), they will serve as the transaction means for all service providers of 
new energy ecosystem. 

Exclusive use of FGY by all participants will be the feature of blockchain architecture that will allow 
their participation in new energy market. Using a different transaction currency, e.g. fiat, would 
hinder the ecosystem's transparency and would not cover various value-retaining incentives for 
participating entities.

The individual uses of FGY (use-cases) will be different for each entity in the new energy market, 
they may change, modify or complement each other over time:

Table 3: The individual uses of FGY network token

Prosumer/Client
(with own power source)

• Payment for electricity produced
• Payment for electricity sold
• Payment for purchase of electricity
• Bonus for green energy production
• Purchase of FUERGY devices
• Purchase of RES equipment
• Income subsidies for green energy production

Consumer
(without own power source)

• Payment for electricity sold
• Payment for purchase of electricity
• Payment for electric vehicles charging
• Purchase of FUERGY devices
• Purchase of additional battery systems

Electricity trader • Payments from clients
• Payments to the producers
• Payments to distribution system operators
• Payments to other entities
• Day-ahead booking of capacity
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Commercial electricity producers • Payments from traders for electricity produced
• Payments from large customers for electricity produced
• Payments to / from other entities
• Purchase of FUERGY devices
• Purchase of RES equipment
• Purchase, lease or rent of production resources (PV panels, 

wind turbines, cogeneration units and others)
• Purchase of additional battery systems
• Income subsidies for green energy production

Distribution companies • Payments from traders 
• Payments from other entities

Community microgrid operator • Transaction settlement between community participants 
within the microgrid

• Purchase of FUERGY devices for community members
• Purchase of RES equipment
• Payment for electricity sold outside the microgrid
• Purchase of electricity outside of the microgrid
• Bonus for green energy production
• Purchase, lease or rent of production resources (PV panels, 

wind turbines, cogeneration units and others)
• Purchase of additional battery systems
• Income subsidies for green energy production

B2B partners • Payments for installation of FUERGY device and other Re-
newable energy devices

• Payments for customer service of FUERGY device and other 
Renewable energy devices

• Reception of share of the transaction fee made by FUERGY 
devices (revenue-sharing)

• Payments to distributors

The FUERGY company • Bonus for green energy production
• Bonus for FUERGY device purchases
• Redistribution of transaction fees

FUERGY NETWORK TOKEN
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The new energy ecosystem will include a large number of entities that will have different incentives 
for the use of FGY. For example, distribution companies will have to convert part of their FGY into 
fiat currencies on a regular basis because of the maintenance of cash-flow towards third parties 
outside of new energy ecosystem (their employees, suppliers of goods and services...). Conversely, 
prosumers or B2B partners will have the incentive to hold all or most of the FGY acquired in the 
long term. Such energy ecosystem, where it is advantageous for the first part of the entities to 
acquire and sell FGY on a regular basis and for the second part of the entities to hold them long-
term. This proposes the ideal setting that can significantly eliminate market volatility and ensure 
long-term growth of the FGY's demand.

As soon as 2030, we plan to complete the redistribution of Green Energy bonuses in FGY, the 
FUERGY hardware and AI-powered software platform will be released to third party devices that 
will be enabled to participate in the new energy ecosystem. The ecosystem will grow sharply by 
large number of new users, which will significantly increase the demand for limited amount of FGY.

Entities that will not be interested in holding FGY due to concerns about the potential volatility of 
the cryptocurrency market will be able to set up automatic and instantaneous conversion of the 
received FGY in their account to fiat currency or other way around while paying.

For this purpose, the customer mobile application will implement a 3rd party payment gate that 
will be directly connected to the fiat account of the user. During both automatic or manual in-app 
conversions, FGY will be exchanged for the selected fiat currency via the payment gate, and 
the fiat currencies will be then sent to the user’s bank account. This type of transaction, whether 
manual or automatic will be charged with a fee.

FUERGY NETWORK TOKEN
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13. Appendix – Market Size

 Utilization potential
• Every consumer of energy is FUERGY potential customer, whether it is a household, a hotel, 

a supermarket or an industrial plant.
• Potential customers include those who already utilize renewable energy, as well as those 

who plan to begin producing green power.
• The company believes that we’re capable of making existing renewable energy solutions 

even more cost-effective and increase their ROI without necessarily changing anything 
in the installed equipment. It does not matter whether you use solar, wind, hydroelectric or 
some other form of renewable energy, you’re able to purchase FUERGY and begin using it 
right away.

• If you aren’t a producer of green energy yet, FUERGY gives you the best ROI of any solution 
on the market due to our combination of optimization along with efficient, AI-driven energy 
trading.

Renewable capacity market 36

All data and statistics used in this chapter are, for reasons of relevance and credibility, used from 
reports and publications of the renowned International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). Current 
statistical and analytical documents can be found on the date of this white paper at www.irena.org.

2,179 GW
GLOBAL RENEWABLE GENERATION

CAPACITY AT THE END OF 2017 

146 million
REVISED NUMBER OF PEOPLE SERVED

BY OFFGRID RENEWABLE POWER

85%
WIND AND SOLAR SHARE OF

NEW CAPACITY IN 2017

167 GW
INCREASE IN GLOBAL RENEWABLE

GENERATION CAPACITY IN 2017

8.3%
GROWTH IN RENEWABLE

CAPACITY DURING 2017
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APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE

Renewable generation capacity by energy source
At the end of 2017, global renewable generation capacity amounted to 2,179 GW. Hydro account-
ed for the largest share of the global total, with an installed capacity of 1,152 GW.* Wind and solar 
energy accounted for most of the remainder, with capacities of 514 GW and 397 GW respectively. 
Other renewables included 109 GW of bioenergy, 13 GW of geothermal energy and 500 MW of 
marine energy (tide, wave and ocean energy).

Figure 15: Renewable generation capacity by energy source, 2017

Source: IRENA 2018

Capacity growth
Similar to year 2016, renewable generation capacity increased by 167 GW or +8.3% during 2017. 
This continued the trend of 8-9% annual capacity growth in recent years. Solar energy took first 
place again, with a capacity increase of 94 GW (+32%), followed by wind energy with an increase 
of 47 GW (+10%). Hydropower and bioenergy capacities increased by 21 GW (+2%) and 5 GW (+5%) 
respectively. Geothermal energy increased by just under 1 GW. Renewable capacity expansion 
continues to be driven mostly by new installations of solar and wind energy, which together ac-
counted for 85% of all new capacity installed in 2017.

* (Note: these figures only include renewable hydropower and exclude pure pumped storage capacity. At end-2017, 

this was an additional 119 GW, giving a total hydro capacity of 1,271 GW.)
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Figure 16: Capacity growth, 2013-2017

Source: IRENA 2018

Note: these figures only include renewable hydropower and exclude pure pumped storage
capacity. At end-2017, this was an additional 119 GW, giving a total hydro capacity of 1,271 GW.

Renewable generation capacity at the regional level
Asia accounted for 64% of new capacity in 2017 (up from 58% last year), resulting in a total of 919 
GW or 42% of global capacity. Asia was also the fastest growing region, with growth of +13.1% (same 
as in year 2016). Europe regained second place in capacity expansion, with an increase of 24 GW 
(+4.8%) in 2017 compared to an increase of 16 GW (+4.9%) in North America. Capacity expansion in 
North America declined compared to year 2016, while European capacity expansion was close to 
the average in recent years of about 25 GW/year. Strong capacity growth was recorded again in 
Africa (3.5 GW, +9.2%) and increased in Eurasia (4.9 GW, +5.4%) and Oceania (1.5 GW, +5.9%), while 
growth slowed in all other global regions.

APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE
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Figure 17: Renewable generation capacity at the regional level, 2017

Source: IRENA 2018 

NORTH AMERICA
CAPACITY 348 GW
GLOBAL SHARE 16%
CHANGE +16 GW
GROWTH +4.9%

EUROPE
CAPACITY 512 GW
GLOBAL SHARE 24%
CHANGE +24 GW
GROWTH +4.8%

OCEANIA
CAPACITY 27 GW
GLOBAL SHARE 1%
CHANGE +1.5 GW
GROWTH +5.9%

CENTRAL AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN
CAPACITY 14 GW
GLOBAL SHARE 1%
CHANGE +0.4 GW
GROWTH +2.9%

SOUTH AMERICA
CAPACITY 202 GW
GLOBAL SHARE 9%
CHANGE +9.0 GW
GROWTH +4.7% AFRICA

CAPACITY 42 GW
GLOBAL SHARE 2%
CHANGE +3.5 GW
GROWTH +9.2%

EURASIA
CAPACITY 96 GW
GLOBAL SHARE 4%
CHANGE +4.9 GW
GROWTH +5.4%

ASIA
CAPACITY 919 GW
GLOBAL SHARE 42%
CHANGE +106 GW
GROWTH +13.1%
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Highlights by technology

• Hydropower
The amount of new hydro capacity commissioned in 2017 was the lowest seen in the last decade. 
Brazil and China continued to account for most of this expansion (12.4 GW or 60% of all new ca-
pacity). Hydro capacity also increased by more than 1 GW in Angola and India.

• Wind energy
Three-quarters of new wind energy capacity was during 2017 installed in five countries: China 
(15 GW); USA (6 GW); Germany (6 GW); UK (4 GW); and India (4 GW). Brazil and France also installed 
more than 1 GW.

• Bioenergy
Asia continued in 2017 to account for most of the increase in bioenergy capacity, with increases 
of 2.1 GW in China, 510 MW in India and 430MW in Thailand. Bioenergy capacity also increased in 
Europe (1.0 GW) and South America (0.5 GW), but the increase in South America was relatively low 
compared to previous years.

• Solar energy
In 2017, Asia continued to dominate the global solar capacity expansion, with a 72 GW increase. 
Three countries accounted for most of this growth, with increases of 53 GW (+68%) in China, 9.6 
GW (+100%) in India and 7 GW (+17%) in Japan. China alone accounted for more than half of all 
new solar capacity installed in 2017. Other countries that installed more than 1 GW of solar in 2017 
included: USA (8.2 GW); Turkey (2.6 GW); Germany (1.7 GW); Australia (1.2 GW); South Korea (1.1 GW); 
and Brazil (1 GW).

• Geothermal energy
Geothermal power capacity increased by +644 MW in 2017, with major expansions in Indonesia 
(306 MW) and Turkey (243 MW). Turkey passed the level of 1 GW geothermal capacity at the year-
end and Indonesia is fast approaching 2 GW.

• Off-grid electricity
It is now estimated that about 6.6 GW of renewable generation capacity serves off-grid cus-
tomers (an increase of 620 MW or 10%). This figure is considerably higher than last year, but this is 
partly due to a reclassification of some capacity into the off-grid category. Considering the short 
lifetime of the solar devices used to provide a lot of this power, the estimated number of people 
using off-grid renewables was also revised down to 146 million, with 115 million using solar lights 
and the remainder connected to other types of renewable power.

APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE
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Figure 18: Renewable electricity capacity growth by technology, 1994-2022

Source: IEA, Renewables 2017 37

Regional forecast in the most relevant markets38

All forecasts and statistics included in this chapter are, for reasons of relevance and credibility, used 
from „Renewables 2017“ publication released by the renowned International Energy Agency (IEA). 
You can found this and other forecasts on the date of this white paper at IEA website www.iea.org.

• The United States

Despite policy uncertainty, the United States remains the second-largest growth market for 
renewables. The main drivers remain strong for new onshore wind and solar capacities, such 
as multi-year federal tax incentives combined with renewable portfolio standards as well as 
state-level policies for distributed solar PV.

Still, the current uncertainty over proposed federal tax reforms, international trade, and energy 
policies could have implications for the relative economics of renewables and alter their expan-
sion over the forecast period.

APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE
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• China

China alone is responsible for over 40% of global renewable capacity growth, which is largely 
driven by concerns about air pollution and capacity targets that were outlined in the country’s 13th 
five-year plan to 2020. In fact, China already surpassed its 2020 solar PV target, and the IEA ex-
pects it to exceed its wind target in 2019. China is also the world market leader in hydropower, 
bioenergy for electricity and heat, and electric vehicles.

Today, China represents half of global solar PV demand, while Chinese companies account for 
around 60% of total annual solar cell manufacturing capacity globally. As such, market and policy 
developments in China will have global implications for solar PV demand, supply, and prices. In 
the Renewables 2017 main case forecast, total solar PV capacity around the world reaches 740 
GW by 2022 — more than the combined total power capacities of India and Japan today.

If uncertainties and barriers are addressed, solar PV growth could accelerate even more. Two 
important challenges in China — the growing cost of renewable subsidies and grid integration 

— limit growth in the main case forecast.

China’s renewable energy policies are being modified quite substantially in order to address 
these challenges. China is moving away from its feed-in-tariff (FIT) programme to a quota system 
with green certificates. Together with ambitious power market reform, new transmission lines, 
and the expansion of distributed generation, these new policies are expected to speed up de-
ployment of solar (and wind). However, the timing and implementation of this policy transition 
remains uncertain.

• India

India’s moves to address the financial health of its utilities and tackle grid-integration issues drive 
a more optimistic forecast. By 2022, India is expected to more than double its current renewable 
electricity capacity. For the first time, this growth over the forecast period is higher compared 
with the European Union.

Solar PV and wind together represent 90% of India’s capacity growth as auctions yielded some of 
the world’s lowest prices for both technologies. In some Indian states, recent contract prices are 
comparable to coal tariffs. India’s accelerated case indicates that renewable capacity expansion 
could be boosted by almost a third, providing that existing grid integration and infrastructure 
challenges are addressed, policy and regulatory uncertainties are reduced, and costs continue 
to fall. With this growth India would equal the United States, becoming the joint second-largest 
growth market after China.

APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE
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• The European Union

In the European Union, renewable growth over the forecast period is 40% lower compared with the 
previous five-year period. Overall, weaker electricity demand, overcapacity, and limited visibility 
on forthcoming auction capacity volumes in some markets remain challenges to renewable 
growth. Policy uncertainty beyond 2020 remains high.

If adopted, the new EU Renewable Energy Directive covering the post-2020 period would address 
this challenge by requiring a three-year visibility over support policies, thereby improving the 
market’s predictability.

• Developing Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa

For the first time, Renewables 2017 tracks off-grid solar PV applications more closely in developing 
Asia and sub Saharan Africa. Over the forecast period, off-grid capacity in these regions will almost 
triple — reaching over 3 000 MW in 2022 — from industrial applications, solar home systems (SHSs), 
and mini-grids driven by government electrification programmes, and private sector investments..

Market conclusion
Wind and solar together will represent more than 80% of global renewable capacity growth in 
the next five years. By 2022, Denmark is expected to be the world leader, with 70% of its electricity 
generation coming from variable renewables.

In some European countries (Ireland, Germany and the United Kingdom), the share of wind and 
solar in total generation will exceed 25%. In China, India and Brazil, the share of variable genera-
tion is expected to double to over 10% in just five years. These trends have important implications 
going forward. Without a simultaneous increase in system flexibility (grid reinforcement and in-
terconnections, storage, demand-side response and other flexible supply), variable renewables 
are more exposed to the risk of losing system value at increasing shares of market penetration 
since wholesale prices are depressed precisely when wind and solar production exceeds demand.

Market and policy frameworks need to evolve in order to cope simultaneously with multiple 
objectives, including providing long-term price signals to attract investment, ensuring efficient 
short-term electricity dispatching, pricing negative externalities and unlocking sufficient levels of 
flexibility as well as fostering a portfolio of dispatchable renewable technologies.

APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE
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EU European Union

AI Artificial Intelligence

PV Photovoltaic

GW Gigawatt

AM Ante Meridiem: Before noon

PM Post Meridiem: After noon

E.g. Example given

RES Renewable Energy Systems

MWh Megawatt Hour 

kWp Kilowatt-peak

kW Kilowatt

kWh Kilowatt Hour 

USD United States Dollar

NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory

US United States

PEV Plug-in Electric Vehicles

BTUs British Thermal Unit

BNEF Bloomberg New Energy Finance

IoT Internet of Things

IoE Internet of Everything

ROI Return on Investment

IRENA International Renewable
Energy Agency

MW Megawatt

FIT Feed-in-tariff

SHSs Solar Home Systems

ARM Advanced RISC Machine

BMS Battery Management System

CAN Controller Area Network

TTL Transistor-transistor Logic

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol
and Internet Protocol

SSD Solid State Drive

P2P Peer-to-Peer

D-1 Day-1, electric consumption
calculated in 24 hours advance

COM Computer on Module

WSE Warband Script Enhancer

JSON JavaScript Object Notation

iOP IDevice Operating System

FGY Fuergy Utility Token

B2B Business to Business

AC/DC Alternating Current/Direct Current

UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply

API Application Programming Interface

SW Software

HW Hardware

ERC-20  Ethereum Request for Comment

MVP Most Viable Product

PoS Proof of Stake

DPoS Delegated Proof of Stake

PoW Proof of Work

Nomenclature
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General

An investment in the FGYs issued by FUERGY Foundation involves certain risks, including but not limited to those risks de-

scribed in this section. The following risks are those identified by FUERGY Foundation as at the date of this Paper. Prospective 

owners should carefully consider, together with their independent professional advisers, the following risk factors (not 

listed in order of priority) and other investment and technical considerations as well as all the other information con-

tained in the Paper before deciding to participate in the FUERGY system. Some of these risks are subject to contingencies 

that may or may not occur and FUERGY Foundation is not in a position to express a view on the likelihood of any such 

contingencies occurring. 

The sequence in which the risks below are listed is not intended to be indicative of any order of probability of a particular 

cause of loss arising or of the extent of that loss should it arise. Should any of the risks described below materialize, they 

could have a serious adverse effect on the FUERGY Foundation’s financial stability and sustainability of the FUERGY system. 

The risks and uncertainties discussed below may not be the only ones that FUERGY Foundation faces. Additional risks and 

uncertainties, including those the statutory body of FUERGY Foundation may not currently be aware of, could well result in 

a material impact on the financial condition and operational performance of FUERGY Foundation and the FUERGY system. 

Accordingly, Prospective owners should make their own independent evaluation of all risk factors, and should carefully 

read, consider and understand the Paper as a whole before participating in the FUERGY system. In addition, Prospective 

owners ought to be aware that risk may be amplified due to a combination of risk factors.

The below risk factors are not exhaustive and do not purport to be a complete list of all of the risks and considerations 

involved in participation in the FUERGY system. In particular, the FUERGY Foundation´s performance may be affected by 

changes in market or economic conditions as well as legal and technical requirements applicable to any FUERGY com-

pany, FUERGY system or FGYs.

Forward looking statement

These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms “believes”, 

“estimates”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “may”, “will”, “shall”, “can be” or “should” or other of similar nature or, in each 

case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology. These forward-looking statements are based purely 

on the intentions, beliefs or current expectations of FUERGY Foundation and/or the statutory body of FUERGY Foundation. 

There can be no assurance that the results and events contemplated by the forward-looking statements contained in 

this Paper will occur. Forward-looking statements, by their very nature, involve substantial uncertainties because they 

relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future, many of which are beyond the 

FUERGY Foundation’s control. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and functioning of 

the FUERGY system and should therefore not be construed as such.

The FUERGY Foundation’s actual results of operations and financial condition may, as a result of many different factors, 

differ materially from the impression created by the forward-looking statements contained in this Paper. In addition, 

even if the results of operations and financial condition of the FUERGY Foundation are consistent with the forward-looking 
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statements contained in this Paper, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in 

subsequent periods. Subject to its legal and regulatory obligations, the FUERGY Foundation and its statutory body expressly 

disclaim any obligations to update or revise any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any change in 

expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any statement is based.

Regulatory risk 

Reference is made to the legal memorandum prepared by Highgate Law & Tax for a company impletion s.r.o., identification 

number (IČO): 47 966 459 but for the benefit of FUERGY Foundation, which summarized potential regulatory risk connected 

with the existence of FUERGY Foundation, subscription of FGYs and contributions from Prospective owners. For the time 

being, FUERGY Foundation shall be regarded as cooperative. According to the current practice and interpretation of the 

Slovak law, the envisaged structure should be likely viewed as being outside of regulation of collective investment and 

regulation of securities and is not required, and does not intend to, register under the laws of any jurisdiction. However, it 

might turn out that the FUERGY Foundation will be forced to be regulated to a legal framework attributable for regulated 

funds by relevant authorities. This might trigger imposition of sanctions, also retrospectively, which can have an adverse 

effect not only on the cost effectiveness of FUERGY Foundation and functioning of the FUERGY system. FUERGY Foundation 

relies on the opinion of Highgate Law & Tax and therefore takes no responsibility for any adverse consequences resulting 

from scrutinizing the structure used by FUERGY companies for the purpose of development of the FUERGY system from 

legal, regulatory and tax perspective by public authorities. 

Business risks

FUERGY Foundation will compete with other investment vehicles and market participants in the area of energy sector. 

Such competitors may be substantially larger and have considerably greater financial, technical, human and marketing 

resources than are available to FUERGY Foundation at this moment. They may also have a lower cost of capital and access 

to funding sources that are not available to FUERGY Foundation. Such factors may result in FUERGY Foundation being at 

competitive disadvantages with respect to investment opportunities. In addition, the number of investment vehicles and 

market participants and the scale of the assets managed by such entities is increasing. The effect of such increase may 

be to reduce the opportunities available for FUERGY companies to develop the envisaged 

Many investments opportunities in the technological startups or platforms such as FUERGY system intends to invest are 

with limited operating history and small market capitalization companies. Such businesses are at a very early stage of 

development, making it difficult for prospective owners to evaluate their future prospects. These businesses have an 

inherently high risk of failure. There is no guarantee that the services or products will be successfully developed by such 

platforms and, even assuming that their scale up is successful, any eventual benefit may be extremely low relative to 

the invested capital.
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Failure of brokerage platforms or institutions

Institutions or platforms which can be used by FUERGY Foundation in the course of its investment activities may hold 

certain of FUERGY Foundation's assets in "street name." Bankruptcy or frauds or regulatory down-raids or similar at one 

of these platforms or institutions could impair the operational capabilities or the capital position of FUERGY Foundation 

and net asset value of the FGYs. 

Dependency on key personnel

The FUERGY system is dependent on the services of its professional staff and statutory body who performs functions of 

technical development and management of the FUERGY system. The departure or incapacity of one or more of those 

individuals could have a material adverse effect on the FUERGY system. Therefore, FUERGY Foundation´s competitive 

position and future prospects depend upon the efforts and abilities such key personnel. Although some of the manage-

ment agreements signed by FUERGY companies with employees and contractors might contain non–competition and 

non–disclosure provisions, there can be no assurance that these provisions will be enforceable in whole or in part or will 

be comprehensive enough to protect the business adequately, should any key members of the FUERGY Foundation´s or 

Foundation´s or FUERGY development´s personnel decide to leave. There is also a risk that the FUERGY Foundation or Foun-

dation or FUERGY development will not be able to attract enough experienced personnel. Competition for highly qualified 

management and technical personnel is intense and the loss of any of senior management or technicians could have 

an adverse effect on the FUERGY system.

Risk related to transactions with related parties

FUERGY Foundation is engaged in transactions with related parties which includes Foundation or FUERGY development. 

These transactions are critical for the development, maintenance, financing and management of the FUERGY system. 

Although, the FUERGY Foundation undertakes to put the best effort to ensure to conclude any transactions with related 

parties at arm’s length, there is a risk of negative tax consequences arising in the event of the tax authorities’ challenging 

the arm’s length principle of such transactions.

Suitability

Prospective owners should determine whether an investment in the FUERGY system is appropriate in their particular 

circumstances and should consult with their legal, business and tax advisers to determine the consequences of an in-

vestment in the FUERGY system and to arrive at their own evaluation of the investment. 

Prospective owners should make their own independent decision whether to invest in the FUERGY system and whether the 

investment in the FUERGY system is appropriate or proper for them, based upon their own judgement and upon advice 

from such advisers as they may deem necessary. Prospective owners should not rely on or construe any communication 

(written or oral) of FUERGY Foundation or any other person as a recommendation to invest in the FUERGY system, it being 
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understood that information and explanations in this Paper (or in any other document referred to herein) shall not be 

considered to be investment advice, active solicitation or a recommendation to invest in the FUERGY system. Moreover, 

no communication (written or oral) received from FUERGY Foundation or from any other person shall be deemed to be 

an assurance or guarantee as to the expected results of an investment in the FUERGY system.

Flaws in technology

Many startups develop various technological concepts which might be largely untested. There may be flaws in the code 

or programs, there might be errors in their functionalities or safe storage. The FUERGY companies  may not be able to 

access or control any flaws in technology due to hacking or similar activities as described below. More generally, the 

technology may not function quickly and securely, e.g. during peaks of activity.

Hacking and security weaknesses

Some of the technological concepts of the given startups or platforms are based on secure mathematical principles. 

However, there is a risk that a breakthrough in decryption technologies and methods could cause weaknesses in the 

implementation to be exposed. Hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with such 

platforms or technological concepts in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service 

attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing. 

Risk of cancelling or dysfunctioning bank account of any of FUERGY company

Given the existing regulatory requirements, it may turn out that a respective bank which holds a bank account for any 

of FUERGY company will either cancel or prevent the respective FUERGY company from using its bank account provided 

that any due diligence or anti-money laundering or similar requirement has not been completed satisfactory to the bank. 

This may freeze the respective FUERGY company's ability to dispose with its monetary means and limits their flexibility to 

operatively react on market changes. 

Risk relating to functioning of the FUERGY system

Since the FUERGY system is still to be fully developed, there is no guarantee that the FUERGY system will be functioning in 

the way prescribed by the Paper as it depends on depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future, 

many of which are beyond the FUERGY Foundation’s control. Therefore, any reference in the Paper to any forecast state-

ment or any statement relating to the functioning of the FUERGY system in the future shall not be understood as to assure 

that such statement is and will be valid in the future. It shall be understood as to give an indication about the envisaged 

functions and usage of the FUERGY system. 
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